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This paper constructs an analytical fraurework for tlrc anal-
ysis of equity subsuming both the traditional public finance
concepts of horizontal and vertical equity, that deal with the
ideas of "equal treatment of equals" and proglessivity, aud
a relatively new notion of horizontal equity, which requires
that the before ta:c rank of a taxpayer in the distribution of
income or welfare be maintained after tax in order for this
second form of horizontal equity to be achieved. The pur-
pose of developing this framework is to relate traditional and
more recent equity concepts to each other. The concept of a
Lipschitz ta^:< system is introduced to facilitate the analysis.

L. Introduction

Summary measures of income and other distributions have long in-
terested economists and statisticians. For example, Musgrave and

Thin (1948) examined a variety of formulas for calculabing tire cle-

gree of progression of a personal income tax systcm, Much earlier,
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Mill (1921) sought to ascertain whether one could produce a pro-

grcssive income tax regime if one l<new consumersr marginal utili-

ties; Sa,muelson (1947) made this approach rnore precisc.

In a number of related papers, Atkinson (1970), Blackorby and

Donaldson (1978), Sen (19?i), Konclor (1975), Rosen (1978), Fields

and Fei (1978), and King (1983) have pointed out that index num-

bers of the income distribution shoulcl be consistenl with a social

welfare function. Atkinson (1970), for example, develops on the

basis of certain cha.racteristics of, or postulates concerning an un-

derlying social welfare function, a particular inclex of vertical in-

come inequality while Flelds and Fei (1978) examine a number of

commonly used index measurer' (coefficient of variation, Gini co-

efficient, Atkinson's index, and Theil's index) to see if they are

consistent with three a-rioms that they recommend for the devel-

opment of inequality comparisons. Lambert (1989) provides a nice

survey of the social welfare function approach.

Feldstein (1976), Atkinson (1980), Plotnick (1981), Jenkins
(1988), and I(aplow (1989) havc rckiurlltr<l irrtcrcst iu horiz<lnttrl cq-

uity, and in an important paper, King (1983) unified consideration

of the vertical and horizontal characteristics of tax systerns using a

social welfare function approach suggested by the earlier papers.

The goals of this paper are to develop a framcwork sufficiently

general and precise to permit description of this newer literature in

a consistent manner, to develop and make precise some older con-

cepts of vertical and horizontal equity found in the public finance

literature, and to demonstrate clearly some relationships between

the two literatures. Some s{mantic problems that have caused con-

fusion are resolved in the piocess. Further, one is able to compare

the relative strengths of principles of.equity used by various au-

thors. In terms of organization, Section 2 provides the foundations

of the framework. Section 3 describes how the newer literature fits

into the framework. Section 4 describes how the older concepts of
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public finance fit into the framework. Section 5 ploviclcs a look at,

a comparison of the two literatures, Seclion 6 plovi<ltrs ii crhalaclcr'-

ization of an older concept. Section 7 provicles sont0 cxamllles for'

i l lustrat ive purposes, whi le Sect iou 8 colr t i l ius oi l r  couclusiorrs.

2. A Framework for Analyzing Conccrpt,s of'
Vertical and Horizontai Equitv

In order to be able to discuss the intcrrcltrtionshil:s o1' r,ilrious uo-

tions of equity, it is first necessary to formalize ihe structure of the

framework.

The following are its primitives. Taxpayer units (ol consuuiels)

are represented by a measure space (4, A, ,) where A is the set

of consumers, ,4 is a o-algebra (subsets of consunrels), and u is a

measure representing the relative size of consumers. An example

of this representation is ([0, 1], B, m), where B is the collection

of measurable subsets of [0, 1] ancl nz is Lc]rt:sgrrt) rn(!ai-ilrro orr [{),
11. Of course, i f  the number of consumers is f irr i tc, t ,hcu z is pulclv

atomic.

To each taxpaying unit is associated a set of n characteristics

that are independent of any tax system imposecl.l For cxarrplc,

these might include family size, endowrnent, race , and location of

residence. Let Di, a subset of a Euclidean space) be the clomain of

the ith characteristic. Let A = ]]On. An econom), is then clcfinecl

to be a measurable map s: I 5t O that assigns n characteristics

to each consumer, just as in the Hildenbrand (1974) nroclei of an

economy. Let S be the set of all such measurable rnaps,

In order to talk about equity as it is known in the public fi-

nance literature, it is necessary to introduce some concept of in-

come. In a partial equilibrium setting, once an incorne concept has

l T h i t  m u y  i n c l u d e  a  p e r s o n ' s  n a t u e  l o  ; i 1 1 , , , "  q r ,  r [ , ,  t  l l
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been chosen, income can be introcluced exogenously ils, s&y, the

first characteristic of each consumer, sincc it is assumed that the

introduction of a tax system will not change prices. On the other

hand, if this framework is embedded in a larger general equilib-

rium rnodel of an economy, then priccs and consequcntly incornc

can change as a result of changing tax systems. One logical way to

define er-onte income is to compute equilibrium prices in this larger

general equilibrium model without taxes and multiply the prices so

obtained by the endowment of a consumer to obtain his income.

This procedure is undesirable from several viewpoints, First, in the

setting under discussion, equilibrium prices might not be unique, so

income might not be well-defined. Second, computation could be

cumbersome and complex. Third, the general equilibrium impact

of a ta>c system is unpredictable. If one introduces a tax system

that, for example, transfers wealth from the rich to the poor, and

embeds this in a general equilibrium model, the new equilibrium

(with the tax system) could make the poor worse off than in the

original equilibrium. In essence, this derives frorn the transfer prob-

lem of international trade theory transplanted to the new context

of the present model. Thus, iu a general equilibrium system the

computation of a m€asure of ability to pay is difficult. Certainly

the evaluation of a ta:< system is likely to be just as difficult.

In any case, most concepts of equity that are familiar to the

authors require some notion of ability to pay. Such a measure can

be derived in either a pa,rtial or a general equilibrium setting. In

any setting, it is possiblb to compute the income of a taxpaying

unit a € A, and we define2 s1(a) e D1 to be this income, where

D t : f t .

A tax function in this model is a measurable map / : D -' ft,

2Subscripts deuote vector components.
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where the image of / is interpre tcrl  as l)ost-t,r ix irrcorrrc. i t  Lct .F bc

the set of al l  such measurable nraps, Once agaiu, Ll iclc is i l  cl ist irrc-

tion in the interpretation of / fbr partitrl aucl gcrrcliLl cquilibliLrur

models. If the system is embedded in a partial ecluilibrium moclel

where taxpayers are assunlcd noL to  lc tcr t ,  t ,o  l , l r t ' i r r rpos i l , ior r  o l ' i r

tax system, the / can simply be appiied to D, If lhc syst,cni is cnr-

bedded in a larger general equilibrium model, thcn thc inilgc of' .l'
must take into account reactions to the tax syslcur, Fol extinrplc, a

taxpayer may alter his income sources in reaction to the irnposition

of a tax. To take this into account, one sin-rply crourl:utes i\, uc\v

equilibrium with the tax system imposed. In either case, it is pos-

sible to assign an after tax income to each vector of charactelistics,

whether the model is partial or general equiiibrium in natulc.'l

An equity concept is a complete preorder over F x.9, a ranking

of ta:< system-attribute distribution pairs. Examples of equity con-

cepts include measures of vertical and horizontal equity, which will

be discussed further below. The preorder is over both the space of

ta>c systems and distributions of characteristics, since it is irnpossi-

ble to separate completely the two objects. Fol exa,mple; if there is

a very inequitable feature of a tax system that a1>plies to uo ottc,

then this tax system should be ranl<ed the sarue irs orrc witlrout Llrc

feature. This should not be true if the inequitable feature applies

to some taxpayers. Thus, attributes of taxpayers come into play in

the evaluation of tax systems.

At this point, it should be noted that Arrow's'Iheorem a1>plies

to an equity concept if it is derivcd fiom individuril pref'crclrccs ovcr

F x S. In our view, equity concepts are not derived fi'oui individutrl

sThe examples and discussion in this paper can easily be lephlased in terrrrs
of tax l iabil i ty or effective tax rates rather than post-tax incoure. One urust
choose a criterion for equity.

{Random ta:<es are not dealt with here for two l'easons, Firsl,, r'cal tax
systems do not generally have random components. Seconcl, this extension of
the theory, like many other possible extensions, would cornplicate the argunlent.s
without altering the conclusions.

1 3 3
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prefclences, Instead, they either reprcsclrt the prclercncc ordering
of a policy maker or a particular statistic describing certain aspects
of the tax system.

To mal<e the exposition easier', we &ssulne that to cach equity
concept, ),  there corresponds l top cquivi i lcnce cluss, i .ct,,  {(/ ,r) e
FxS | (/ ,  s) 2 (.f ' ,  s '),V (.f ' ,  s ') e FxS). These are the tax system-
attribute distribution pairs that are most cquitable under the equity
concept. Of course, such a class need not always exist (unless the
image of an index measure is bounded and closed), but such a class
can always be created through an appropriate compactification.

A weaker idea than that of an equity concept is the notion of an
equity principle, The latter is defined to be any restriction placed

on the top equivalence class of an equity concept. Of course, there
can be.many equity concepts that satisfy a given equity principle.
Many of the notions of equity found in the literature are in fact
equity principles and not equity concepts.

One postulate, A1, used by all of the measures of equity under
consideration is that the preorder depends only on the graph of /:

A.1: The preorder ) depends only on Gr(j, s) = {(r, y) e
D x f t  lv  = f@) a.s .  (zos-r ) ) .

That is, for (/,s), (. f ' ,s ') € FxS, Gr(/,s) = Gr(,f ' ,  s ') +
(.f's) - (.f',s'). In particular, the ranking does not depend
on ta;< provisions that apply to nobody.

3. The Sociai Welfare Function Approach

As mentioned above, recen! research on equity has centered around
work related to the social heHare function approach to inequality
measure design. This Iiterature focuses on the design of measures

that capture either the vertical or the horizontal equity of a tax
system. In order to proceed further, it is necessary to present the
definitions of the equity principles associated with this literature.
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For a tax system to be horizontal ly equitablc, i t  is 'cquir.ccr t l iat
tax units ranked by income or well-offness (utility lcvel) not bc
reordered by this tax systcm,s This larr l t  plcstr lvirt , ir-rrr corrcl iLit lrr
is occasionally taken to be a Iogir:al ir .npl i<: irt , iorr ol t , lru r lr: f irr i t , iorr,(;
rat l ter than a palt of the dcfiuit iorr, bur rhc bull i  ol t ,hc l i tclulur,cT
takes it  as the definit ion. This appr.oach reqrri lcs no cxplicit  <lc-
termination of which taxpayels are equtrls aud rvhiclr ar.c uot. ;\s
pointed out in King (1983, p,108), the l i terature is closely r iecl to
the income mobility literature.8

The following equity principle is suggestecl by this Iitcr.at,ur.cr:

A2:. A sufficient condition for (1, s) e F x S ro be
in the top equivalence class of an equity colrc0pt is that il'
d ,  d '  e  D,  dy)  d \  i f r .  l@t)  > / (d i )  a .s .  ( rzo, r - r ) .

That is, q, ta^:< system is equitable if tlrclc a.r'c no r.arrli
reversals due to the tax svstem.

In this literature, a measure of horizontal equity (or inequity)
is defined to be an equity concept satisfying A1 and A2. Note
that the condition of no rank reversal is generally tal<en to be only
sufi,cient for a ta^:< system to be equitable; this will be verified by
an example later. It is thus possible to have peculiar tax systems
(that induce rank reversals) in the top equivalence class.

The concept of vertical equity used in this litcrature is cssen-
tially that of income equality. A tax system is said to be vertically

equitable if and only if it makes the post-tax distribution of income
more equitable than the pre-tax distribution of income, To conrpare
the vertical equity of two tax systems, it is necessary to compare
the post-tax distributions of income generated by the two systems.

sSee Feldstein (1976, p,87),  Atkinson (1980, p.17),  ancl  Plor,rr ick ( l08l ,
p.283).

6See Feldstein (1976).
TSee King (1983, p.102).
sSee also Shorrocke (tSso),

l , t i J
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Mathematically, this amounts to a comparison of the imagcs of the

tax systems, a stronger restriction than A1, which is:

A3: The prcorder ) dcpcrrds ott ly ott l t tr ,(! ,s) = v o
s - l  o  , f  

- 1 .

That is, for (/,s), (. f ' ,r i)  e f x 5, Jnr,(/,s) = /rn(/ ' ,s ') +
( / ,s)  -  ( . f , ,s , ) .

Thus, in this literature, a measure of horizontal equity (or in-

equity) is an equity concept satisfying A1 and A3. For example,

Atkinson (1970) develops a specific measure of vertical inequity by

inverting a social welfare function to obtain the income equivalent

of the social loss due to an unequal distribution of income,

One problem with this classification scheme for equity concepts

is obvious. There are many equity concepts that satisfy AL but do

not satisfy .4'2 or A3. Thus, such a scheme is not exhaustive.

4. Older Concepts of Vertical and Horizontal Equity

The traditional ideas about equity seem to divide equity measures

into three categories rather than the two noted above while at the

same time using a similar nomenclaturel indeed, we believe that this

has been the source of some confusion, To distinguish tliese three

categories from the previous two categories, we use the nomencla-

ture income inequality, VE, and HE for categorizing equity concepts

according to the older system.

The use of three categgries for equity derives from Musgrave

(1959) among others. By Creating a distinction between the dis-

tributive and allocative functions of government, a distinction is

also made between income redistribution (a distributive idea) and

determination of the metbod of taxation to pay for public goods

(an allocativc idea). Thc la[tcr inclttdcs iu it, pilrtinl solution thc
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use of taxes based on abi l i ty to 1>ty, whiclr  i r r  t , rr l t r  iut : l r r t lcs 1s (rol l -

s iderat ions vert ical  and horizontal  equitv (VE aurl  I IE).  I t  is in this

scl tsc thir t  wc shi i l l  c lcvtr lol l  t , l r rcu cir t , t r13ol i l 's ol  t , tpr i l ,1,r ,otr l r 'p l ,s.

Income inequality has been of interest to cconourists lbL cluilc

some t ime. The term income incqual i ty rcfcls t ,o t :x i lct , ly t , l r t r  sarrrc

idea as vertical equity of tlie newer literature. Agairr, it, is tin ccluity

concept sat isfying .A'1 and A3. Recent coutr ibut ions inclur lc those

of Bourguignon (1979) and Shorrocks (1980).

The tradi t ional concept of hor izontal  equity (FID) is stated, for '

example, by Musgrave; "Perhaps the niost wirleli ' lccel:terl pliu-

ciple of equity in taxat ion is that leoplc i rr  cclrui l  l rosi l ions shorr l r l

be treated equal ly."9 Once again, this is oul t ,  i i r r  r '<pr i1,r ,  l l l i r rc iplc,
not an equity concept,  A t t rx systt :ur that t , r ' t r i r t ,s r , r l r r i r ls i r r  t , l r l  s i i r rr t '

manner is to be placed in thc top ecluivtrlencc r;lass.

We may formalize this principle in the following uuurncr', Filst,

in order to ensure that thc prcor<lcr is corrsist , t 'ut ,  rv i t l r  l l rc t lacl i -

tional definition of equity, it is necessary to sav ivlro irLc c<lrrals ilrrrl

who arc not equals. Sets ol' ccluirls ar'o gr.'oul)r.j o[ pt,o1rkr lor wlrclrrr

there is no moral justification for unequal tlcl,t,rrrcrrt,. 'f his is clis-

t inguished from groups of indivic luals tha[ alc 1,r 'cralcr l  c<lual ly by

the government or tax system; forn-rally, the ltrttcr'1:tiltition is clc-

pendent on the tax system ancl givcn by t l rc i rrvclsc i rrr i lgu oI poirr t ,s

under /.

Let Bi  C D for i  e J be such that {F;}r6y part i t ions D. The

col lect ion of sets {Bi} iet  are an exogenously clctclnr iucd col lect iorr

of cells of equals. In this section we use the ternr "ec1uals" in the

sense of taxpayers with given characteristics in a set Br. To exam-

ine whether a tax system treats cquals in tltc sillrrc nliurrrcr', it is

only necessary to examine those taxpayers in auy given ccll withorrt

reference to those in other cel ls,  Let 11 l>e thc inr l i<: ; t t ,ot ' { t tuct, iot t

oMusgr.vc (1959,  p.160) ,

1 3 7
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for the set I( C D. Let ||r be the projection map from ftn onto its
first component, and let supp denote the support of a measure.

A4: A sufficient condition for (/, s) e F x 5 to bc in the
top equivalence class of an equity concept is that for each j,
sup { la -b  l l a ,b  e  su lp (vos -L  o l s -o / - t ) }  S  sup { l  o *b  l l
o,b e f l ,  olsuyp(v o s-r o lai)]).

This means that the set of after tax incomes spanned by the con-

sumers in Bi is not larger than the set of pre-tax incomes spanned

by the consumers in Bi. Those who start as equals end as equals.

It should be emphasized that this condition is only sufficient, not

necessary. An equity concept satisfying A1 and A'4 is defined to

be a concept of HE. Examples of such measures can be found in
Wertz (1975) and Berliant and Strauss (1983), Also, Pechman and

Okner (L974) study empirically variations in effective tax rates by

income class; this is basically an example of a measure of HE as
well. The contrast between horizontal equity and HE will be given

in the next section. However, it is important to note that measures

of HE compare the post-tax circumstances of only those who are
equals, while measures of horizontal equity may employ the post-

tax circumstances of those who are not equals,

Our development of the traditional concept of vertical equity
(VE) here is complementary to the concepts of horizontal equity
(HE) and distributional equity presented above in Section 4. It is
often referenced as the axiom that people with greater ability to
pay should pay more in taxes.lo We shall expand on this.

A5: AI is satisfief, 3 (/, s) e F x ,9 such that A4 is not
satisfled, and 3 (/', s')ie F x .9 such that A3 is not satisfied.

A measure of VE is an equity concept satisfying A5. In other

words, measures of VE do not depend solely on the post-tax income
roMusgrave and Musgrave (1976, p,242).
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distr ibution (they depend on some pre-tax val i lblcs), lnrl  t lrr ' \ '  rkr

not depend solely on the relative post-tax posil ious ol t ' t1rrals. Thrrs.

they involve pre- and post-tax positions as wcll irs <:onrllalisons of'

taxpayers who are not equals.

In summary, the equity concepts of cl ist l ibul iorral cquit,1,, I ID

and VE exhaust all possible equity concepts satisfying A1. Ncxl.

the classification systems of sections 3 ancl 4 are conrl:trlecl,

5. A Comparison of the Two Approaches

To begin, note that the concepts of vertical equity ancl clistlibr.rtioual

equity are the same, so the difference in cltrssification schemes arises

from a difference between horizontal equitv on the one hand ancl

HE and VE on the other hand,

First, it is shown that horizorrtal equity and HE trre logically

divorced from one another, so that one should not be usecl as justi-

fication for the other, and acceptance of one should be independent

of acceptance of the other. The fact is clemot-tst,ratccl ttsiug two

counter-examples.l I

For the first counter-example, taxpaying units at'c evenly cli-

vided between two narrow prc-tax incotnc l:t'a,clicts, otrcr high attil

one low, where the brackets have the same wirltlr arrcl thc sirutc

internal distribution within each bracket, aticl plenty of space bc-

tween them containing no taxpaying units (see Figure 1). Furiher',

suppose the tax/transfer system nraintains the ovclall dislLibution

of these units, but is such that the conesponcling units in cach l>itncl

switch places. Certainly, given that these units 'wi,th,zn each band

are considered to be equals, this tax system confornrs to the clas-

sical notion of equity, that of equals being treated equally (HE).

However, this truc system also plays havoc with thc rank oldclirrg

l lThe counter-examples and discussion in this section closely follow llerl iant
and Strauss (1985).

i  i j 9
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Post-Tax

Dquals in  Croup B

Prc-Tax

Equals in Group A

Income Income

Equals in
Group B

Equals in Group A

Number of Taxpaying Units Nurnber of 
'faxpaying 

Units

Figure 1

of the units. Thus, changes in the rank ordering do not imply that

there are horizontal inequities (HE) present in the tax system. The

tax system is HE but not horizontally equitable.

Two obvious objections may be raised to the structure of this

example. First, thc tcrm "cqurrls" is ucvcr <lcfirrcrl; but this is
not neecled since the bands cau be urilcltr us rrirrrow as necessary
(even degenerate). Second, no real income distribution looks like

this one. However, it is equally obvious that this example may be

embedded in a larger distributiou whilc rnaintaining its purpose and

conclusion.

The second counter-example postulates a pre-tax regime with

one narrow income bracket in which the entire population is con-

centrated (see Figure 2). Suppose the ta:</transfer system spreads

the distribution proportionally over a much wider range (i.e., its

support becomes larger).12 Certainly the rank ordering of all indi-

viduals does not change under this tax scheme. Also, if the pre-tax

income band is narrow enough to allow all taxpaying units to be

considered to be equals, theu the ta"x system is not horizontally

lzSuch an operation can be made precise through the use of a convolution;
see Rudin (1974, p.155).
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l)ost. ' l 'nx

Number of Taxpaying Units NirrrrbeL of 'l 'axpaying 
Units

Figure 2

equitable in the classical sense (HE); soure taxprrytrrs ltrcrrivtr wirrcl-

falls while others experience huge losses thlough t,htr irrrlrositiorr ol'

the tax system. Thus, tax systems characterized by horizonttrl iu-

equities (HE) do not necessarily change the rilnk ortlcl ot't,lxpiwirrg

units. The tax system is ltorizontilllv crlritnlrlc lrrrt, rrot; I-lE.

It  is sometimes claimed, fbr example iu Plotuicrl i  ( i{J82, p.375),

that a generalization of "equal treatment of equals," narnely "sirl-
ilar treatment of similars," is at the heart of thc larrl< rcversills

measures. However, note that "similar treatnrent of equals" is a

weakening of the t'equal treatment of equals" couccpt,, whilc "cqua,l
treatment of similars" is a strengthening, so that "simiiar treatment

of similarst' is neither stronger nor weaker than "equal treatment

of equals.t'

If the reader objects to the assumption that all of those units

in the pre-ta)c incomti bands above are equals, and would prefer

the "similar treatmdnt of similars" concept, the examples may be

reinterpreted. If those taxpaying units within each pre-tax income

band are regarded to be in similar circumstances, the fir'st counter'-

example shows that changes in the rank ordering clo not imply that

similars are not treated similarly. In addition, the seconcl cxamplc

l,t r

Income
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shows that when similars al'e not treated sinrilarly, lhe rank ordering

rnight not change.

These counter-examples sel've to illustrate that the traditional

idea of HE, along with the independcnt notion of "similars treated

similarly," are divorced,from the ideas of rank order preservation

and horizontal equity. Thus the burden Iies with those who wish to

postulate changes in the rank ordering as pa,rt of the definilion of a

horizontally inequitable tax systeur, These cxamplcs can, of course,

be made mathematically precise so as to fit into the framework

developed above, but it seems repetitive to clo this. It suffices to

say that A2 and A4 are unrelated unless further assumptions are

made.

Under strong assumptions, a weak relationship does exist.

Proposit ion 1: If the Bi are points in D rather
than sets and the hypothesis of A'4 is not satisfied for some
tax system-attribute distribution pair, there exists a ranking
systern so that the hypothcsis of A.2 is n<lt satisfied.

Proof: The proof of this proposition is trivial.

How are rank-reversal measures related to VE? Suppose the ef-

fects of a tax system on the taxpaying units in some narrow band of

income (such that these units are considered equals) are examined.

The changes in the rank ordering of these individuals depends on

the positions (pre-post-tax) of taxpayers outside this band, includ-

ing some who have incomes very different from those in the band if

the rank reversals are severe (as in the first exarnple). This implies

that rank reversal measures and VE are not independent.

Another approach tolhorizontal equity has been suggested. A

ta:c system-distribution pair (/, s) is saicl to be weakly horizontally

equitable i f  for o, 0,t e A,s1(o) : s1(a/) + /(r(a)) :  /(s(o')) o.s..

A ta:c system distribution pair (/, s) is said to be strongly hori-

zontally equitable if for o, o' e A,s1(o) = sr(a') q+ /(s(a)) =



On lleccnt Dxpositiorrs of l ' lol izorrl,nl n.rrrl Vtrrt, it: l l  l ')t1rri l ,! '

/(r(o')) a.s.. Weak horizonta,l 'equity r l lcurs t, i t t t  t l  [ lx sl 'stt ' t t

distribution pair is perfectly cquitable whtru it trctrls lirxl:11'c

with the same income in the same manner. St,r'otrg ltot'izoltt'ai et

uity means that a tax system-distribution pail is 1:e|i'ectly equitalr

when it is weakly horizontally equittrble luucl rvlicu taxpttYet's tt'il

different pre-tax incomes necessarily encl up rvith diffclcttt posl-trt

incomes.

what these two principles have in con'rmorl is t,iral tirey specit

restrictions on the ideal (perfectly equitable) class of tax-s1'st,etr

distribution pairs, but not how to rank inccluit,able tax systett:

distribution pairs. Mathematically, only the top equivalenctr cias

of an equity concept is restricted, That is, for weali horizonta

equ i t y , i f  ( / , s )  €FxSand  a ,a t  e  A , [ s1 (n ' )  =s t ( r r ' ' )  + / ( s (1 ' ) )  =

/(t(o')) l  a.s. (z) means that (/,  s) is in the top ecltt ivtr lence class

For strong horizontal equity' if (.i ' s) € F x 5 lnrl rt',rt' ' e 'zl, [s1(a) =

, r (o ' )  s  / (s(a) ;  :  / (s(a/ ) ) l  , r ' t . (z)  r t te t r r rs  th t t  ( / ,s )  is  i r r  t l r t

top equivalence class.

In order to turn these two principlcs iDto trtluit,y crottc:cpt,s, the

other equivalenCe classes and an ordering over tlieut trtust be given.

In terms of classifying these notions, weal< horizontal equity is ex-

actly A4 with Bi = i x f[Dr0 e n). Thus, wcalt hot'izo'tal equity
i=2

falls under the auspices of HE in Section 4'

On the other hand, the principle of strong horizontal trquitv is

inconsistent with A4, so it falls in the categoly ol VE, It is also

obvious that an equity concept satisfying strottg horizonlil'l eclttity

cloes not necessarily satisfy 42 or A3, and hetlce callnot be classi-

fied in the scheme of Section 3.

The principle of weak horizontal equity implies that of strong

horizontal equity. when these two principles are employed by eq-

uity corcepts, little can be said about the relative sizes of the tolr

equivalence classes of the measures from just itre 1:l'iuciplcs' If' a
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principle is a necessary condition,'it is generally possible to make

a statement about the relative size of top equivalencc cltrsscs of eq-

uity concepts satisfying it. Thus, it is inrportant to sttite whethcr

a principle is necessary or sufi,cient (or both) in olclcr to precisely

determine thc meaning of n,restrictiou ou iu equity conccl>t. For ex-

ample, the restriction A.4, a sufficient condition, is a test of coarse-

ness of equivalence classes. Thus, it is rrot surprising that equity

concepts satisfying strong horizontal ecluity can fail the test, as can

equity concepts satisfying the strong restriction of A'2. Certainly

those equity concepts taking no rank reversal ancl strong horizontal

equity as necessary conditions cannot satisfy A4.

In summary, the strength of an ccluity principlc is rcflccted in tlie

fineness or coarseness of the top equivalence class (of tax system-

attribute distribution pairs) generated by an equity concept. If

the principle is a sufficient condition, such as A'2 or A4, then the

equivalence class is relatively coa$e. If the principle is a neces-

sary condition, then the equivalence class is relatively fine. This

discussion can be formalized, in part, as follows:

Proposition 2: If ) and )' are equity concepts suclr
that the top equivalence class of ) is contained in the top
equivalence class of )', and if ) satisfies a given sufficient
equity principle, so does >', I f  >'satisf ics a givcrr ucccssary
equity principle, so does ).

6. Smooth Tax Systems

Many of the assumptions diqcussed have topological interpretations.

For example, the principle AZ and that of strong horizontal equity

are related to whether a tax system is one-to-one over the relevant

domain, and hence A2 is closely related to degree theory. The prin-

ciple A.4, on the other hand, is related to the continuity properties

of the tu< map.
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Theorem 3: Let / € F' satisfy the following Lipschitz-
type condition on D rl /(o) - /(V) | S I ,, - yr l, Thcu
the hypothesis of A4 is satisfied for any s € S, so rhat any
equity concept satisfying the principle A'4 places (/, s) in the
top equivalence class. That is, (/, s) is HE for any s € S,

Proof: Firstf ix j .  Picka, b e supp(vos-ro16 o/-t).  To
this pair there corresponds at least one pair e;, y € sttpp(v o
s-l olsi) C D with /(r) = a,l(U) = b. By the condit ion of
t he theo rem,  l a -b l  S  l r r - y r I ,

Thus, for each a,b e supp(v o s-rolsi o,f-t) 3 x,y €
supp(vos-I olsi) with l  a - b l
supremum over such o and b has to be Jess than ol equal to
the supremum over such c and y.

Q .E ,D .

The condition cited in the theorem is strong, iudicating that

a small deviation in the income characteristic nieans (at most) a
small change in ta:c liability, and that if two people are identical

in income, they have identical after-tax income. Of course, this

condition is necessary if we wish to have / be FIE for any {Bi} and
any s €,5.

Theorem 4: If (/, s) is HE for any s € ,S anci any
co l l ec t i on {8 i } , t hen  l / ( o )  - / ( y )  |  S  l r r  -u ,  l f o ra l l
x , y  €  D .

Proof: Fixo,3r € D. Pick Bi =lr1,Ur]xl i?"-t (assurning
cr  S g l )  and p ick s  so that  r ,y  e  su.7t7t (zo.s- ro la i ) .

Then I  f  ( r ) - l (u)  lS sup{ l  a-b l la ,b e s 'u1:p(vos-ro1,Bjo
/ - t ) )  <  sup{ l  o  - t r ,  l l  u ,u € f l r  o lsupqt(uos-r  o  ls i ) ] }  =

l o r - y r l .

Q,E,D.

7. Examples

In this section, examples of measures of vertical and horizontal
equity are presented so as to clarify the aspects of vertical artd



hcrizontal equity that are representcd, A full axionrotizrtion of thc
measures cannot be provided due to space limitations; however,
references to such work will be given where possible.

King (1983) presents an overall index of inequality that can be
multiplicatively decomposed into horizontal and vertical parts in
the sense of Section 3. These equity concepts are defined using an
ordering generated by a social welfare function. In particular, the
following measure, among others, is derived:

where 3r; is the et post income of consumer i, s; is a scaled order
statistic, and 4 and k are parameters (4 ) 0, k I 0). Of course, no

inequality is achieved when .Iry = 0. Setting this equality to obtain
the top equivalence class, and letting r; = s-tts; , we obtain

Dsf t ' f  - 1) :0.

Since rf can be orry plritiue uuurbcr, wc sco that rr<.r larrk rever-
sal (f.e., si = 0 V i) is sufficient but nol necessory for a tax system
to be placecl in the top equivalence class. Tax systenrs with rank
reversals can be placed in the top equivalence class. Thus A'2 is
satisfied and .Is is a measure of horizontal equity. In the second
classification scheme, this would be a measure of VE.

Atkinson (1980) and Plotnick (1981) used a measure described
in Plotnick (1982, p.389) as:

$lN'zY)Lr'tu! - v!)
I

where there are M units reranked of N total units, Y is mean
income, r; is the initial rank of individual i, y! is the final income of
individual i and yf is the rank-preserving final income of individual
i. No rank reversals imply that the value of the inequity index is

I  r;  - !- [ I(r,t- '?si;r;7 Trf] 

t '*



! z \ l , v e . ! . v r r r  v r  ^ l e r r r u l r l , 4 l  i l t l Q  v g l L l L < ! l  t ! ( l t l l L . y

zcro, but thcle are othcr typcs of [nx systurus t,ht l  gcrurrt lc trr

inequity value of zero. Hence A2 holds trs a, srrfticritruL coruliliou,

and this is a measure of horizontal equity or VE.

To clarify the distinctions between principles, it rvould be best

to consider a tax reform proposal, it has been ploposecl thtr,t the

child benefit (a flat benefit) be limited to couples with income belorv

a certain level. Suppose that for simplicity of argument, we take

pre-tax income to be that generated uncler current law. If only 2

parent, 2 child families are consiclered, A'4 is sltisficd so auy HB

measure will show that the proposal cloes satisfy cqull h'cnturcnt

of equals, except around the cutoff. The 1>rincil:les of no la.nlt re-

versal and strong horizontal equity are violatecl arouncl the cutoff,

and measures of VE might show a change. Incourc clistributiou or

vertical equity measures will generally show an improvement.

Now consider a proposal to limit the child benefit to couples

with income aboae a given cutoff. Both the no-ranl<-reversal and

strong horizontal equity principles are satisfiecl. The HE measures

will show a small loss in horizontal equity a,routtcl thc cutoff. Mea-

sures of VE will show a loss in progressivity, while income clistri-

bution br vertical equity measures will show a cleterioration in the

distribution

Besides illustrating what the different principles nteasure, the

above suggests that the principle of no rank reversal (A2) and

strong horizontal equity are related. In fact, it is easy to con-

struct an example where they are unrelatecl. Mole inrporttrutly,

equity principles are generally conditions s'fficient (not uccessarv)

to place a tax system-attribute distribution 1>ail in t,he top equivii-

lence class of an equity concelrt, Few measures yicrld irt:ottoutically

meaningful necessary conditions. Thus, it is possible to ltave utca-

sures that satisfy several principles (sufficient conditions), such ls

strong horizontal eguity and A2, or one but not others.
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B. Conclusions

Marcus C. Bcrlianl, und ltobcrt l). Strauss

We have sought in this paper to develop a framework which permits

the precise description of traditional and new notions of horizon-

tal and vertical equity, arid in turn provides & colnparison of thcsc

ideas as they relate to operational index numbers of horizontal and

vertical equity. Based on this framework, we find that some of the

newer notions of horizontal equity, that involve the maintenance of

relative ranks of taxpayers' before and after tax positions for the

newer notions of horizontal equity to be present, are more prop-

erly viewed as vertical equity (VE) measures, Further, we find that

the traditional notion of horizontal equity, summarized by "equal
treatment of equals," is quite distinct from the newer notions of hor-

izontal equity which require maintenance of relative rank positions.

Indeed, the former is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition

of the latter.l3 Berliant and Strauss (1995) provide an axiomatic

characterization of index numbers of HE and VE, consistent with

the older notions found in the public finance literature.
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